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Cover Credits:
“I chose a picture of a child that
is fading away, and an eagle
that looks like the smoke from
smudging sage. I wanted it to look
like the eagle is bringing the child
home to our creator.
I added the orange tears for the
sadness that not only I, but a lot
of other people feel from this
discovery of 215 children found
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in a grave. I added orange to the
font to incorporate the colors of
this campaign. I added the word
kllékstmens (pronounced as it
looks) which means “set free”.
This issue is very important to
me, because my deceased father
was a survivor of the Residential
School System. My grandmother
as a child witnessed children being

thrown onto a boarded-up bus like
cattle. This has deeply affected my
family. I mourned for days after
hearing this discovery.
My inspiration for the design is
the mourning of all the children,
and for the children to finally be
set free.”
Lee-Anne Peters
Graphic & Web Design
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Welcome to

 get to know

This is Mike Blow.

He works at CAT as our Technical Services Assistant.
What do you do here at CAT?
(In one sentence)

Welcome to Issue Fifteen of interFace,
CAT’s quarterly magazine. This issue sees us
spotlighting June 2021 graduates from a
number of CAT programs, as well as looking
at exciting projects happening on campus,
plus some exciting career news about alumni
and staff... not to mention all the other
exciting things happening here on campus.

I assist in the day-to-day upkeep and
maintenance of computer hardware/
software, as well as ensuring students
can log in and use the various
resources we provide.
Three words that best describe
you?
Empathetic. Laid-Back. Cheerful.

We are especially excited about some
of the collaborative projects we have
spotlighted in this issue, happening
between CAT and external ‘clients’. Digital
Filmmaking has been working with Kelowna
dance organisation ‘The Body Project’
on a dance video (p.18), while Graphic
Design students have been busy designing
packaging for local companies ‘Panzudo
Pizza’ and ‘Fox and Filles’ (p.44) - you may
be able to see this work in a store near
you soon (fingers crossed!) And... one of the
CAT Interior Design students placed Top
Ten in a prestigious North American design
competition (p.48)!

What did you do last weekend?
Played games, cleaned the kitchen,
ate food... Normal human things, I
promise.
If I gave you $1000 today, how
would you use it?
I would sink it into my favorite hobby.
The bottomless money pit that is
Magic: the Gathering.
What’s an entertaining fact about
you?
I have been on stage with the
late, great, Stuart McLean (CBC
broadcaster)! I was just an audience
participant, but it was amazing. He
even signed a copy of one of my
Vinyl Cafe books!

A big ‘thank you’ to everyone who has made
this issue possible, and we hope you enjoy
reading it as much as we did putting it
together for you.
Photo by Jeremie Drainville

InterFACE Editorial Team
Why are we called interFACE?
The word interface is both a noun (a point where
two systems, subjects, organisations, etc., meet
and interact), and a verb (interact with another
system, person, organisation, etc.), that also has
techie connotations (a device or program enabling
a user to communicate with a computer; to connect
with another computer or piece of equipment by
an interface); lastly, the magazine is the ‘internal
face’ of the college.
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Who is a colleague you admire
and why?
This may sound like a cop-out, but
I admire each and every one of my
colleagues. Coming in each day ready
to provide assistance or education,
being available online for support
or further guidance, always ready
to jump into action. It’s everyone’s
desire to help those who need it that I
admire about my colleagues.
I truly believe that help will always
be given at the Centre for Arts and
Technology, to those who ask for it.
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 newsy bits

OKM IN THE HOUSE
LUCKY THIRTEEN!

Last term CAT Audio Engineering and
Production students visited Okanagan Mission
Secondary School to record the school’s three
large jazz bands. This term OKM came to CAT
to do small group recordings of four different
jazz trios.

WildBrain Studios (whose team includes a
number of talented CAT animation alumni!)
have been nominated for 13 different awards
at this year’s LEO awards.
The Leo Awards are the awards program for
the British Columbia film and television industry.
Held in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada,
the Leo Awards were founded by the Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences Foundation of British
Columbia in 1999.
WildBrain series nominated for 2021 include
Dorg Van Dango, The Snoopy Show, Polly
Pocket, Go, Dog. Go!, Carmen Sandiego and
Ninjago.

DAMN NOAH
This term DamNoah - also know as Noah
Ridgway, CAT EMP alumni and current Graphic
and Web Design student - had his song ‘Want
Me Now’ selected and featured on the podcast
‘Unsigned BC’.

WINNER TIMES TWO

Quote from the host: “My goodness, it is a
banger. So get ready and maybe turn up your
speakers a bit”. Yay Noah!

The awards were held online on May 2, where
the series won ‘Best Director of an Animated
TV Series’ and ‘Best Music’. The popular show
was nominated for a total of 8 awards.

CAT alumni currently employed at WildBrain
include Eden Timm, Sarah Whiffen, Chris
Andrews and Vanessa Woodroff.

To go straight to Noah’s song, go to the link
below and go to the 28:00 mark of the
broadcast.

The 2021 LEO AWARDS will be live-streamed
on YouTube July 6, 7, 8 beginning at 6:45pm
PDT each evening.

https://soundcloud.com/user-561151980/
unsigned-bc-episode-15
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The animated series Dorg Van Dango, created
by WildBrain Studios and Cartoon Salon, has
won two Irish Animation Awards.

A huge shout out and congrats to the CAT
animation alumni who share in this wonderful
achievement: Vanessa Woodford, Eden Timm,
Bailey Robertson, Chris Andrews, great work!
(And apologies if we missed anyone.)

“Having the students from OKM come in to work
with our Q6 audio students was exactly what
these students needed,” explains Chris Holmes,
AEP Department Head.
“Having an outside party come in to record
always adds a level of stress and realism to the
sessions, and forces the students to think of it
all as ‘work’ instead of school. The only way to
learn about the many pitfalls in recording, is for
them to happen to you while someone is waiting
and watching, and because of this the students
gained a lot of much needed experience.”
Photos by Ivan Castro.
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 newsy bits

STRIKING GOLD
IN THE SHOT
Congratulations to CAT Digital Photography
alumni Megan Holland has been busy working
with NUMA Network Management in Calgary
photographing their new faces. She has also
just wrapped her first commerical shoot with
them, a collaboration between NUMA and a
local Alberta designer.
“Numa Models is based in Calgary AB since
2006 and now has a global reach. I saw this
as a great opportunity to potentially grow my
photography further in the years to come,” says
Megan. “I know many opportunities are still
ahead and I’m excited to continue working with
new models. Helping them to feel beautiful,
empowered and excited about their career path.”
Megan graduated in 2017.
You can check out Megan’s work at:
megannicoleimagery.ca
Photo by Megan Holland.

A local gaming company reached out to us
with a shout out for CAT Graphic Design alumni
Sam Powell, who graduated in 2011.
“We hired an art student from the Kelowna
campus a few years ago to work on a board
game,” says Katherine Fehr, Coldstream
Games. “The project is nearing completion and
I want to celebrate her on your news section of
the website or magazine - or both!
The project, Klondike - The Canadian Gold Rush
Game is live on Kickstarter. Her art has already
stirred a lot of interest in our project and is a
fine example of the quality of your students.
Sam has also done amazing work on our first
game, ‘The Heist - The Museum of Fine Art’. ”
‘Klondike’ is an exciting board game set
during the 1896 gold rush in the Yukon,
where you can buy cards from the Mercantile
to add to your hand and build the perfect
deck to help you successfully mine creeks in
one or four progressively more challenging
mountain passes, or hire assistants to slow your
opponents down. The objective is to be the
prospector with the most Bragging Rights Points
(BRP) when the last gold nugget card has been
drawn to win the game!
You can check out Klondike at:

PROMOTED
Big congratulations to CAT animation instructor
Bryan Ferland who has been promoted to
Animation Supervisor at Bardel Entertainment.

adventure so far, being able to connect and
educate the future generation of animators to
come from Kelowna!

Given this milestone, we thought this would be
a great time to get to know him a little better!

What classes do you teach for us?

How long have you been working at Bardel?
I’ve been employed at Bardel since April 2019,
so just passed the 2 year mark recently!
What are some of the productions you have
worked on in your time there
The latest released show I had the privilege of
working on as an Animator was pre-school series
‘44 Cats’. It’s what originally got me started at
Bardel, and we’ve been hard at work for other
numerous content to release by the end of 2021,
including a couple of Disney+ projects.
Presently I’m onboard as an Animation
Supervisor for the 2nd season of the upcoming
adult-animated HBO Max series “Gen:LOCK”.
How long have you been teaching at CAT?
I started teaching at CAT in early January 2021,
so nearly half a year. It’s been an exciting

I teach 3D Animation to CAT Students, presently
wrapping up Quarter 7, and will be back to
teach Quarter 8 and Quarter 4 students this
coming July.
I look to introduce new Animators to basic
animation principles, the contrast between 2D
and 3D, and how to efficiently integrate students
into the wonders of the animation software.
What do you like best about working at
Bardel?
I love the friendly environment and the people I
work alongside.
I’ve been fortunate enough to have found
a workplace that inspires to push artistic
boundaries and to help allow artists of all
levels to continue to pursue greater depths and
opportunities.

www.kickstarter.com/projects/coldstreamgames/
klondike
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our

 profile

SCREEN

QUEEN

With over fifteen ‘Learning Pod’ videos and podcasts under her
belt, Kate Robertson is CAT’s very own video and podcast queen!
Kate has also just been designated ‘Lead Instructor’ on CAT’s
Veterinary Hospital Assistant program (where she has taught - most
recently! - for almost three years), so we thought it was a great time
for interFACE to have a conversation with her.
IF: Can you please give us a brief history of
your VHA training and career history?

the lives of the animals as well as their human
companions is so rewarding.

KR: I graduated from the Animal Care program
at Sheridan College in Brampton, Ontario in
2005. Throughout my career I have worked
at a variety of practices including emergency,
exotic, small and large animal practices.
I recently obtained a certificate in Animal
Welfare (advanced level) from Thompson Rivers
University in December 2020.

IF: What qualities does a good VHA need to
have to be successful?

IF: What is the most challenging thing about
being a VHA?
KR: One of the most challenging parts of being
a VHA is the emotional aspect of the job. When
dealing with sick or injured animals or difficult
situations it can take a toll on your emotions.
Thankfully there are so many positive and
rewarding aspects to being a VHA that helps to
balance out the tough times.
IF: What is the most rewarding?
KR: Knowing that you are part of a team of
people that are all working hard with a common
goal of providing optimal care with compassion
and empathy. Seeing the rewards of your hard
work and feeling like you made a difference in
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KR: Qualities of a good VHA would be:
hard working, ability to multitask, strong
communication skills, team player, reliable
driven, desire to continually grow and learn
new skills, empathetic, calm under pressure,
dependable, kind, compassionate, friendly and
approachable.
IF: How many CAT podcasts and Learning
Pod videos have you done, and on what
subjects?
KR: I have done one podcast discussing what the
VHA program has to offer, as well a series of
2-3 minute videos for CAT’s learning pods. In
these videos I covered the basic dietary, housing,
enrichment, care requirements of some of the
more common companion animals such as: Birds,
Reptiles, Rabbits, Guinea pigs, Hamsters, Ferrets,
Rats, Chinchillas and even fish.
IF: What do you like about doing CAT
podcasts?

Photo by Ivan Castro.

KR: What I like about podcasts are that it’s real,
unscripted conversation. It was my first podcast
and I enjoyed the experience and would love to
do more.
For the learning pods, I enjoyed coming up with
quick 2-3 minute videos that may be helpful
for those looking to add a furry, feathered
or scaled friend to their home, and wanted to
know a little bit about their behavior and care
requirements. I recently completed a couple of
videos that will be available soon offering tips
on senior pet care, preparing to bring a new
cat home, as well as how to introduce a new cat
into your home with your existing cat. I enjoy
sharing my knowledge and experiences in quick
little videos.
IF: What is the funniest/weirdest thing that
ever happened to you in the clinic?
KR: We had a 10 month old lamb in the clinic
for x-rays and the veterinarian offered to drop
the lamb off at the clients farm on her way
home from work; however, she got an emergency
call in the opposite direction. She asked me if I
could deliver the lamb back home for her …so
there I am driving down the main street in my 2
door sports car with a rather large lamb in my

back seat. The looks that I got when we pulled
up to the stoplight and people noticed that it was
a lamb was priceless!

IF: What do you love most about teaching?
KR: I love seeing the students progress
throughout the program from when they
start to when they walk across the stage at
graduation. Seeing their passion and dedication
is so rewarding and inspires me to continually
challenge myself and evolve as an instructor. I
also love sharing my experiences and stories with
the students.
IF: What is your top tip/s for students?
KR: Create good study habits from the
beginning. This will set you up for success. Your
hard work will be rewarded as you enter the
industry and apply the knowledge, experiences
and skills that you have acquired into action.
Enjoy the process and let your passion fuel your
success.
Check out Kate’s VHA Spotlight at: https://youtube/
y0SJtLXnD3c
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 animation

(ANIMATION)

LIVING THE DREAM
For this issue of interFACE, Animation Department Head
Sean Ridgway had the pleasure to interview Chris Butikofer,
a very successful alumni and overall great guy who’s just
bought his first condo (wow, time flies).
Chris Butikofer is a 2014 graduate of the
‘Animation for Games, Film and Visual Effects’
program. He was hired immediately upon
graduation by Bardel Entertainment (at
their Kelowna studio) to animate on the new
Dreamwork’s Netflix series ‘Dinotrux’.
Chris quickly moved up the ranks into a lead
position and now supervises his own team of
animators on the latest season of ‘Gen:LOCK’,
a Rooster Teeth production for Adult Swim and
HBO Max.
Chris has also proudly contributed to the highly
touted award-winning animated series ‘44
Cats’ and ‘Dragon Prince’, as well as recently
wrapping on several, soon to be announced
Disney + features.
In addition to loving animation, he is an avid
gamer, Trekkie and D&D Dungeon Master. He
was kind enough to take some time from his
busy schedule to discuss his journey and impart
some advice to anyone interested in this career
avenue.
IF: Which show are you most proud of and
had the most fun with?
CB: ‘Dinotrux’ was my first show, and it was the
first chance to kind of see what I was capable
of.
There were a lot of opportunities on that show to
try new and weird things. It was a new enough
show, in which it wasn’t really based on anything
people were aware of, so I think Dreamworks
was okay with giving us a bit more freedom on
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it and allowing a bit more animator input. So,
because of that, I got to have some influence in
aspects of it and those decisions influenced the
rest of the show.
One of the most notable examples was this
racetrack episode and I wanted to make it very
dynamic and get the camera moving with this
handheld action style movement and Dreamworks
liked it so much they wanted the rest of the show
to continue with that style. Combined with getting
to move up to lead during that show, just made it
something that was a lot of fun.
‘Dragon Prince’ is a show I'm very proud of
because of the subject matter and the quality
of the animation. Just getting to be a part of
something that a lot of people are aware of
and people still talk about is also really cool.
Getting to see people posting fan art and really
connecting to the show. It’s really neat knowing
that’s something I got to contribute to.
IF: What aspect of your role is the most
rewarding?
CB: I really like having, again, that kind of
input and getting to guide an episode or show
on the whole a little bit more, similar to my
Dinotrux experience. Little moments that you
don’t necessarily get without being in a more
managerial position.
Getting to shape an episode and show from
beginning to end and having that input is really
rewarding. There is a satisfaction as an animator
to bury yourself in a shot and not worry about
>>
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the bigger picture, but for me the reward is
being responsible for the bigger picture.

implementing feedback is a crucial skill and not
to be overlooked when animating a shot.

- LOL - but most of all how dedicated you
were to be learning and improving.

IF: Is there any downside to being in that
supervisor position?

Communication skills go without saying. Email is
still very much the standard. I get over 30 work
related emails a day easily.

You took the bus and often had some new
drawing or idea to share with me. You really
stood out from that cohort.

IF: Have things changed working from
home?

CB: Boy, that was a while ago. I remember the
long hours I sometimes had to put in, waiting for
something to render or dealing with a technical
issue but there was a bit of fun in that when you
were with some classmates, grabbing pizza and
such.

CB: The higher up you go the more flexible you
need to be with the work that’s required of you.
There's going to be times when you’re waiting
for an episode to get done. You’ve just got to
be willing to stick around until the episode’s
delivered and that can make for a very long
day. That just comes with the territory to make
sure it’s as good as it can be.
In addition, something that can be difficult
is giving every animator what they want.
Everyone’s different and needs different things.
There’s a desire to treat everyone the same,
but sometimes someone needs a more direct
approach versus a softer approach.
IF: What employability skills have
contributed the most to your success?
CB: Sure, a lot of it comes down to the basic
work ethic and time management, but it’s also
understanding what your abilities are and what
can be expected of yourself.
School helped a lot with that when it came to
juggling and prioritizing different projects. In
addition, working with a team and receiving and

CB: Yes, well it was always nice in person when
you could just walk over to someone’s desk and
clarify what you were asking for. It was easier
to just pause what you were doing and speak
to them directly, especially anything technical.
Video calls help, but definitely not the same.
Also, it’s a totally different mindset working from
home. For some people, getting dressed, walking
to the studio, taking the bus, interacting with
other people, etc… is necessary for them to flip
that mental switch into work mode.
That can be tougher working from home,
especially with certain distractions that arise that
you normally wouldn’t have to deal with.
IF: What are some fond memories about
your time in school?
I’ll answer my own question first. Personally,
my memories of you, Chris, were playing
your Nintendo DS during any break you had

I really enjoyed the creative freedom school
afforded me, especially with certain design
projects and my grad reel.
Getting to learn all of these different aspects of
CG, playing games in my downtime. It was nice
how much simpler life seemed back then.
IF: What advice would you pass along to
help someone succeed in the CAT animation
program?
CB: It’s kind of rough advice and not the kind of
thing students like to hear. Get used to the idea
that you may not be working on your dream
project or your own idea right away.
At first you might be put on a show that
you don’t care too much about. You have to

remember it’s about taking direction and making
the client happy. That’s harsh advice, but you
should come to terms with that during your
time in education when making certain project
choices.
Don’t be too precious when it comes to personal
work. Learn to separate your personal work
from your professional work. Keep working on
your show ideas and pursue those dreams but be
prepared to work on someone else's dream for
a while, and afford them the same kindness and
effort you'd want others to give on yours.
Beyond that, good work ethic, showing up to
work on time. A good attitude goes so much
further than you might think. More than skills in
some ways.
If you have that good attitude, demonstrate
a willingness to learn and improve, you’ll
stay employed. Demonstrating you care, get
along well with others, can trump overall skill
deficiencies.
IF: Tell us something about yourself that
would surprise others?
CB: I have been to Switzerland a fair bit.
My dad is Swiss, so I have Swiss citizenship.
Otherwise, nothing else too surprising.
Words: Sean Ridgway

Left to right: Chris Butikofer; promotional materials for Chris’
various projects; animation and character design.
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 audio

“By collaborating
with like-minded
people, you will
learn a little bit
every session
and you will
slowly grow your
musical palette.”

(STILL) COUNTS

Covid notwithstanding, networking and collaboration is as
important as ever to the business of making music.

One of the more positive things that has
come out of this pandemic is the increasing
popularity and adoption of more remote work
options. From entire offices moving to zoom
meetings and at home work schedules, to more
creative work being delivered from distance,
the options available for how and where
people work have changed drastically.

you basically have your producer, and your
artist. Your producer would assume the role
of engineer, producer, mixer, and mastering
engineer, and the artist would often tandem
these same jobs. As less people became
involved in the process, it became harder to
meet new people in the industry, and in turn,
increase your network.

For people in the music industry and other
creative avenues, this gave rise to incredible
remote collaboration tools which allowed
musicians and artists from all over the world
to continue to make music while borders were
closed.

Fast forward to 2021, and most music makers
are single entities who write, produce, and
record their own music from the comfort of a
laptop.

While these new remote options have made
things easier, there is one critical component of
working creatively that these systems cannot
replace, and that is networking.
I cannot speak to other creative industries, but
in my near 20 years of working in music, I have
noticed a dramatic shift in the way that people
create music.
When I first started, music was very much a
team effort industry. You had engineers and
producers helping groups of musicians record
their songs, and in every step of the process
there were more and more people involved.
Any project you worked on, you would gain
a few lifelong friends, bonded together by a
common memory of a magical time of creating
something tangible.
As the industry shifted, more of these positions
were occupied by fewer people, and
eventually we ended up at a place where
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COLLABORATION

This pursuit of singular musical creation has
been further reinforced by the pandemic,
as more introverted of music makers have
driven themselves further into isolation. With
this increased isolation, combined with a
generation of music makers who have been
taught that they can do it all themselves with
a laptop and a set of headphones, the idea
of working with other people seems awkward,
and dare I say it, unnecessary.
Here is the uncomfortable reality that most
music makers need to understand: most of
the music you love was not created by any
one person. While there are outliers who can
create great music in a bubble, most need
support, an unbiased ear, or a creative muse
to help extract great ideas out of them.
With all the technologies available today that
were born out of this pandemic world, artists
and musicians should be trying to work with
other people. The most efficient way to get
better at your craft is to witness firsthand how
someone else does it.

By collaborating with like-minded people, you
will learn a little bit every session and you will
slowly grow your musical palette.
Collaborate with other students in your
program. Flip the same sample and see
where each of you end up. Analyze and try
again. Join music production discord groups,
reddit groups, or other social media based
gathering places. There are literally thousands
of producers out in the world that just want to
work with other people.
Ninety-nine out of a hundred collabs might
seems pointless and yield bad music, but even
if you strike gold on one collaboration it will
all be worth it.
Success in music is directly linked to how many
people know who you are. You will never be
top of mind for someone if they do not know
you exist.
We are at a pivotal time in music whereas the
world reopens, music will be valuable once
again, and there is opportunity for success,
but only if you can get out there and make
yourself known.
Remember this simple acronym:

T ogether.
E veryone.
A chieves.
M ore.
Words: Chris Holmes
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 digital filmmaking

For this issue of interFACE we speak to
Melissa Sorge of The Body Project and Victor
Poirier, CAT Digital Filmmaking Department
Head (as well as some of the students
involved) about the recent collaboration.
IF. Melissa, can you tell me a little bit about
The Body Project?
MS. The Body Project is a post secondary
contemporary dance education program that
focuses on the health of the whole dancer.
The program was created by myself and Manuel
Sorge in 2019 for serious dancers looking to
expand their dance education beyond the studio
level, giving them the space where they could
explore personal artistry, mature their dancing
and be free to express their individuality in a
positive, supportive environment.
The program not only gives students the start of
a strong foundation in contemporary dance, but
also teaches them about their own well-being of
body, mind and spirit- how to proceed into their
future with a healthy outlook on life and dance,
helping dancers enhance their inner light which
allows for vast expansion in all areas of their
life, especially in their artistic expression and
creation.

The

BODY
PROJECT

Students from CAT’s Digital Filmmaking program have been
busy shooting a video for this Kelowna-based dance initiative.
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Photo by Famous Photos

Connecting dancers to local health and wellness
professionals through educational classes we
hold increases both the dancers knowledge of
their body while building positive relationships
with our community.
We are passionate about creating a wider, more
inclusive dance community in the Okanagan
where dancers can stay after they graduate high
school to explore their artistry instead of having
to leave the community to study elsewhere.
Educating our students about how to take care
of themselves and helping them tap into deep
self love while learning the technical skills they
need as a dancer will inevitably help to create a
future of strong dancers and dance educators.
The Body Project also aims to reach beyond
just dancers and connect with people from all
over our community. Dance is for everyone and
we feel it is important to create opportunities
for anyone from our community to experience
and appreciate dance. This is why community
outreach work is so important to us.

IF. How did this particular dance project
come about?
MS. We had planned to do a simple dance on
film project with our students along with a final
stage performance; however, our first season
ended up being a little bit crazier than expected
with all the restrictions we have faced. Our stage
performance ended up not being possible so we
started looking at creating a bigger dance on
film project for the students.
Film is not something any of them had worked
in before so we felt that this would be a great
opportunity to try something new. The film
project is something we will now do every year
as it was such a positive experience and great
learning opportunity for all involved.
IF. How did CAT get involved?
VP: Melissa from the Body Project approached
me just as Covid hit last year, and we were
forced to hold off on implementing the
partnership until this past April.
MS. We had no budget to create a film so we
started looking for a student or recent graduate
that may be wanting to build their portfolio.
We connected with CAT and Victor thought this
would be a great project for his classes. So it
ended up being a win win situation for everyone
involved where our students and CAT’s students
were learning together.
We are so happy that we have created
this relationship with CAT. Everyone was so
professional and focused on what our vision was
and we are looking forward to making this a
yearly project with them.
IF. What is the overarching concept behind
the dance project video?
MS. The dance film comes from a Rumi quote
“The wound is where the light enters you”.
Basically we wanted to express the idea that
whenever there is something traumatic or
difficult that you experience in your life, there is
always a reason behind it. The trauma eventually
lets more light in and helps your soul expand
and pushes you more towards your purpose in
life.
The idea for our whole program came to us as
a result of past traumatic events we experienced
as a family. Our traumas have pushed us
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towards our purpose. It also seemed very fitting
as a theme this year as the entire world was
forced into a global traumatic experience which
is helping us all transform into people that are
more focused on love and compassion.
People are going through their own dark night
of the soul to help them shift into more heart
centered beings. So we have tried to portray this
through the film.
IF: In terms of filming dancers, what are
some of the challenges involved from the
filmmaker’s perspective?
VP: We were really hampered by space, our
studio just wasn’t big enough to accommodate
the project, so we were forced to improvise.
IF. In terms of being filmed, what are the
challenges involved from the dancer’s
perspective?
MS. Space and staying within the parameters
of the screen was a challenge. We are used to
being very expansive in our movement so we
had to adjust to make everything fit and stay
within frame.
Dancers that haven’t done film before can find
it exhausting as well as we shoot the same
sequence over and over again to get the
right shot. Sometimes the lighting isn’t right,
sometimes the camera doesn’t record. Things are
constantly being adjusted so the dancer has to
be ready for anything to happen.
IF. Have the dancers enjoyed the process?
How so? What have they enjoyed the most?
MS. The dancers loved this process! None of
them had done any filming before so it was
a great learning experience. They were so
impressed by the film students and they loved
coming in and working each day.
Being able to see their movement on a
professional screen was really exciting for them,
and seeing how our vision as a team came to
life was very cool. As a choreographer you can
see it in your head but when the dancer starts to
see what they are creating it gets really exciting
for them.
IF: Over the shooting of this video what
have been some of the most useful
learning takeaways from the film students’
perspectives.
VP: Lighting the movement in the studio from
both a black limbo and infinite white perspective
was a terrific learning opportunity.
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IF. When and where will we be able to see
the finished product?
MS. Not sure yet! It is still in the editing stages.
We were SO lucky to have CAT also create
an audio track for our film which they just
received. Once we have the finished film we will
be looking at entering it into some dance film
festivals in the future.
VP: The project will be completed at the end of
July, and we will discuss the idea of premiering
it either here or at the RCA (Rotary Centre for
the Arts).
Also, I just want to add that the music for the
project was done by CAT audio student Daniel
Tu, so the project was also a great crossdepartment collaboration.
STUDENTS SAY:
“I truly enjoyed the difference on our views
of the project, seeing how they viewed our
movement through the screen. Also the challenge
of limited space. As dancers we usually have
a large portion of space for movement, but
the view of the camera was significantly
smaller than our room we created in, making
for a squishier range of motion. Although,
that challenge really pushed me to know when
movements can be bigger and those that are
more internal. I loved every moment of the
experience, the crazy heat and all!” Emily
Wikenheiser, Dancer
“Working with CAT was a great collaborative
experience. Everyone had a voice and each
of our individual ideas and opinions were
considered when creating the film. In the process
of filming we were able to try out a lot of these
ideas, and it was a very supportive environment.”
Mackenzie Friesen, Dancer
“One of the most fulfilling parts about the dance
on film project was to witness the individualistic
creativity and passion of other students in
response to the creative work that we were
expressing through movement. Coming together
to form this containment of energy with basically
strangers was truly a special experience!” Tatum
Bell, Dancer
“Working on the body project was a great
learning experience. I enjoyed collaborating
with these experienced dancers and trying out
new lighting setups and equipment to create
something unique and inspiring.” Alexander
Delisle, Digital Filmmaking

JUNE 2021 | GRADUATES

Digital Filmmaking  Graphic Design & Web Development
 Network Administration Specialist  Network Security
Specialist  Veterinary Hospital Assistant
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digital filmmaking
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Noah Arnott-Gannon
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Anne Billingsley

NOAH ARNOTTGANNON

Noah has decided to open
his own production company,
StandStill Productions.
In addition to acquiring his
diploma, he has worked
as a PA on various feature
films and TV shows such as
Resident Alien, Gone by
Dawn Two: Dead by Dusk. He
has produced and directed
various projects at the Centre
for Arts and Technology,
including a music video for
country artist Jeff Piattelli,
a TV pilot, and various short
narratives.

ANNE BILLINGSLEY

Anne earned a Bachelor
of Arts in Film Studies from
the University of Alberta,
where one of her essays,
“Rediscovering Paris,
Rediscovering Identity: An
Exploration of Sounds and
Voice in Cléo from 5 to 7”

Chloe Cudmore

(Agnes Varda, 1962) was
published in ‘Film Matters’.
After analyzing and writing
about films, Anne knew she
needed hands-on experience.
At CAT, she learned every
step of how a film is made,
including planning, casting,
producing, camera, directing,
and editing.
Anne looks forward to
pursuing a career in the film
industry.

CHLOE CUDMORE

Chloe was raised in
Grovedale, Alberta. She
realized early on that unlike
most people in her town, she
did not want to be a farmer.
She attended the Centre for
Arts and Technology and
discovered her love of chaos
in the film industry, and a
talent for screenwriting and
editing. Chloe will pursue
a career in editing and
screenwriting.

Thomas Foote

THOMAS FOOTE

After completing the Digital
Filmmaking program, with
a specialisation in audio,
Thomas is eager to get
out there and gain more
experience.
With an interest in both sound
and camera, he will pursue
a career as a freelance
audio technician while
further developing his skills in
cinematography.
Current experience includes
narrative film, documentary,
and music video editing
as well as location audio
experience on many
productions.

LUC GAGNON

Before attending CAT, Luc
completed a post-secondary
program in Audio Engineering
through Powersound Studios,
recorded several bands, and
then moved on to work in the
corporate world.

Luc Gagnon

After a life-altering accident,
Luc decided to follow his
passion in filmmaking and is
now combining his experience
in video production, audio
engineering, and business to
open his own video production
company, LPG Films, based in
Kelowna.

JEREMY KOMLOS

Jeremy completed a degree
in accounting and finance
from the University of
Northern British Columbia
(UNBC) before pursuing an
education in film.
He has experience in theatre
and on film sets, working as
a trainee assistant director
for ‘Under a Lover’s Moon’
and lamp operating for the
feature film ‘Change of Pace’.

Jeremy Komlos

“ALMOST
ANYTHING
CAN BE
JUSTIFIED AS
A STYLE OF
FILMMAKING
IF IT WORKS.”
- Doug Liman

He has directed and shot
several short films and has
edited several corporate
videos. Jeremy is now building
a career as an independent
filmmaker and editor.
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Sarah Nemeth

Samantha Oliver

SARAH NEMETH

Okanagan College with
an Associate of Science
Degree, and a few years in a
management position at her
local cinema, Sam decided to
drop the books and follow her
dream of being a filmmaker.

Sarah thrives under pressure
and has good communication
and organization skills.

Inspired to action after
seeing the breathtaking
cinematography of Denis
Villeneuve’s ‘Blade Runner’
2049, Sam enrolled in the
Digital Filmmaking program
at the Centre for Arts and
Technology, graduating
with a specialisation in
cinematography.

Sarah has worked in many
different roles on a variety
of projects throughout the
DFM program, but producing
is where she has decided to
focus.

“FILMMAKING
IS THE
ULTIMATE
TEAM SPORT.”
- Michael Keaton

Christopher Penner

She has also worked on a few
theatrical productions as a
stagehand and on set design,
and loves the challenge of
being in a position where
she has to be proactive, use
critical thinking skills, and
take a creative approach to
resolving solutions.
After graduation, Sarah is
going to move to Vancouver
to pursue a career in film.

Samantha Oliver

After a few months of
traveling through Europe
and Asia, graduating from

Christopher Penner

Chris first got into filmmaking
through an opportunity he
received in his final year
of high school to create a
documentary based around
stream preservation in his
community of Vanderhoof BC.
He fell in love with all aspects
of filmmaking and decided

Nadiya Sehgal

to develop his skill set in all
areas of production. Chris
has a distinction in Grip &
Gaffing and is now looking
into expanding his horizon
and throwing himself into
work.

Nadiya Sehgal

Nadiya began her career
in television as an assistant
producer for CNBC in
Mumbai where she developed
skills in scriptwriting, editing,
and direction.
Nadiya has worked in many
different areas on a variety
of projects, and has learned
from some incredibly talented
professionals.
She has recently completed a
documentary on the issue of
homelessness amongst women
in the city of Kelowna and is
always looking for the next
opportunity to put her skills to
the test.

Devon Selles

The next step in Nadiya’s
career is to work for a
production company in
Vancouver.

Devon Selles

Devon has decided to pursue
a career in editing.
Throughout his time at school,
he has edited, ‘River’, a music
video by Lelia Neverland,
a short film ‘Awake’, and
documentaries ‘Unsheltered
and The Invisible Woman’.
Devon finds that, in addition
to the technical, the editing
process requires a good deal
of creativity and storytelling
ability.

Bree Vander Leest

Bree Vander Leest

Growing up in BC, Bree
developed a strong sense
of adventure and love for
telling stories inspired by the
mountains and vast Canadian
wilderness. Whether it be
through film or photography,
she’s more than content in the
bush with a camera in hand.
While Bree’s creative outlet is
through the camera, she also
thrives in constantly changing
environments and loves the
challenges of on-set problem
solving. Bree intends to work
for production companies that
share her love of the outdoors
and adventure.

During filming of his
documentary, Devon realized
that the great outdoors is
not so great and adventures
are best viewed through the
screen.

DIGITAL FILMMAKING
GRADUATES
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graphic design
+ Web development

BRYAN LONERGAN
36 | Kelowna
My name is Bryan. I was an
ironworker for 17 years but
a workplace injury changed
all that.
I love all areas of graphic
design but my favorite area is
motion graphics. I love motion
graphics so much because
- through the use of special
effects and various techniques

GRADUATES
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- the possibilities of what one
can come up with are only
limited to one's imagination.
My future plans are to further
develop my skills in all areas
of design and get a job at
a design agency to see how
things work so that one day if
I wanted maybe I could start
my own.

I am already on my way to
that as I have a somewhat
famous freelance client
named Tito Tahan. Very soon
he is launching a clothing
brand that I collaborated with
another artist to come up with
the logo for.
You can check out my work at:
sarge-studios.com.

Clockwise from Top Left: graphic timeline; Sarge Studio logo; digital illustration;
various logos; website home page for Aries Fitness.
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TINA RAPOSO
23 | Oliver, BC

GRADUATES
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| GDW D

I’m a graphic and web designer, and while I
specialize in illustration, I’m versatile when it
comes to design.

Through my work, I want to make people
happy and help them achieve their branding
dreams.

My style of designing often uses bright
complimentary colours and geometric shapes.

Outside of that, I also love making personal
art, playing video games, and singing.

Clockwise from Top Left: packaging project; magazine design; digital illustration;
menus for Ambosia Steakhouse.
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KIMBERLY D’SA
25 |Dubai (U.A.E.)
A designer with the vision to create powerful
imagery for causes that need a voice. I love
producing logos, posters and working on
multiple marketing campaigns for print and
social media.
Work and play go hand in hand, I enjoy the
outdoors just as much as I enjoy sitting hours
behind a computer perfecting the color scheme
in a project.

GRADUATES
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| GDW D

Clockwise Opposite Page
from Top Left: magazine
spread; travel guide spreads
and front cover; Magazine
project; brand redesign with
brochure and business cards.
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Network
Security

Veterinary Hospital
Assistant

NETWORK
ADMINISTRATION
SPECIALIST

JADEN ALLEN
19 | Kelowna BC
Post graduation I plan to work in a clinic right
away as a Veterinarian Assistant for a couple
of years then possibly go into school for
Veterinarian Technician.

CHRISTOPHER CATTON
39 | Kelowna, BC
Why NAS? I have always had a passion
for technology and tinkering with
technology. I finally made my mind
up to apply this passion to a Network
Administrator career and chose Centre for
Arts and Technology to fulfil that.

FAITH BUCKLEY

Dream Job? Probably Tesla? My other
passion is automotive and the technology
in the burgeoning electric vehicle industry.

EMILY BUGERA

19 | Kelowna BC
I recently got hired at Rose Valley Veterinary
Hospital, so I look forward to working there full
time and getting more experience in the field.

24 | Vernon BC
What’s next: Working a summer time job
while I continue searching for a job in the field.
I then planning on applying to Tech school in
the fall!

IT Superpower? Relentlessness!

ALSO GRADUATING:

CHANTEL DEMERS

Network Administration Specialist
SCOTT HIBBS

GRADUATES
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Image sourced from sectigostore.com

Network Security Specialist
MICHAEL BORTOLUSSI

19 | Kelowna/West Kelowna BC
I plan to secure a job at a clinic this summer
and work as a VHA for a few years to save
up for Vet tech schooling, then work as a Tech
and save up for Veterinarian Schooling. I also
hope to have my own clinic and animal rescue
someday!
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GRADUATES

Veterinary Hospital
Assistant

MACKENZIE FRASER-STEFANSKI

TAMARA KOOP

ERIKA NAEF

LOGANN WESTROP-MACRAE

23 | Vancouver BC

24 | Prince George BC

38 | Kelowna BC

21 | Prince George B.C

My plan is to work in a clinic for a year to gain
more knowledge and experience and then I
would like to either attend TRU to complete
my Vet tech or attend BC college of Equine
Therapy to specialize in horse therapy!

I’m going back to school in September for my
Office Assistant degree. From there, I’m hoping
to secure a job that I find fulfilling and enjoy
-- whether it be in the veterinary field or an
unrelated field.

I want to put the knowledge that I learned
at CAT to work. Anywhere that I can get my
hands on caring for animals, whether that’s in
a clinic or a rescue. I also want to go back to
fostering for the OHS.

I plan on working in a clinic for a few years
before moving forward to Vet school. I would
also love to one day open my own shelter/
kennel at some point!

JAYMIE MACKENZIE

TAELER OWENS

TARYN HALL

26 | Kelowna BC

20 | Rossland BC

25 | All over. Most recently, Carmi BC
Next: Hopefully rescue work, small and large
animal.

What next: Working full time in my current
career until the fall when I hope to gain
experience in a small animal clinic. :)

Hopefully I will find a volunteering
accommodation in Mexico or Thailand at an
animal shelter/rehabilitation for experience
and also to travel!

KERRIE HURRY

GRACIE MURPHY

48 | Vernon BC

18 | Calgary AB

Excited to start the next chapter in my life
and utilize the skills I’ve learned.

I intended to return to school to study horse
and canine massage therapy. Begin my own
business!

KAYLA SARGEANT
20 | Vernon BC
What’s next? To work in a veterinary clinic and
eventually further my skill by completing the
vet tech program at TRU. Once certified, it’s a
dream of mine to have my own sanctuary and
safe space for animals in need of home and
rehabilitation.

BRIANNE VEITENHEIMER
20 | Cranbrook BC
My boyfriend and I are packing up and
moving to Castlegar for his work, once there
I plan to get a job at a local clinic working as
a VHA and plan to welcome a puppy to our
family!
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EMMA WIEBE
22 | West Kelowna BC
After graduating, I plan to volunteer at an
animal sanctuary and work at a small animal
clinic in the Okanagan!

GEORGIA WILSON
25| Yorkshire UK
What’s next? I’m excited to work in a
small animal clinic, and then would be very
interested in furthering my education to a
technician, here in Canada or anywhere else
in the world!

ALSO GRADUATING:
SYDNEY BERGMAN
ASHLEY BEST
ALLYN DEAKIN
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 digital photography | 1

This term Digital Photography student got to practice
their skills on a beautiful vintage Porsche.
"In the beginning
I looked around but
couldn't find the car I
dreamt of, so I decided
to build it myself."
Ferdinand Porsche

Best wishes to the APRIL 2021 graduates of the
Digital Filmmaking, Graphic Design and Web Development,
Network Administration Specialist, Network Security Specialist,
and Veterinary Hospital Assistant departments.

Photography: Autumn MacDuff; Kylen Paskaruk; James Hamilton; and
Nyasha Dube. Read more about the project in ‘We’ve Been Busy’, p.55.
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 digital photography | 2

GETTING
38

GANGSTER

39

PHOTOGRAPHY: Elizabeth Corbett; Deborah Geortzen;
Kylie Bikow; and Georgia Field.

MODELS:
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Annika Sanderson Jacqueline Marie;
Matthew Chez; all Shine Models.

LOCATION: Crown and Thieves Winery, West Kelowna.

West Kelowna turned back time to the era of speakeasies
and gangsters this term, thanks to a cohort of CAT’s
Professional Photography students.
41

“The 3rd quarter photography
students came up with the
idea of ‘Gangster Fashion’
for one of our ‘Lighting For
Stills’ (LFS) classes,” say Grant
Robinson, Lead Instructor.
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“We worked with Shine Model
Agency and our location was
Crown and Thieves winery
in West Kelowna. This was
the perfect location and with
access to the speakeasy in the

basement it was easy for the
models to get into character
and become gangsters and
scoundrels for an afternoon!
Thank you to everyone
involved and well done class!

Check our contributers out on social media: Elizabeth Corbett, @ecorbett_photos; Deborah Geortzen,
@deborahjoyphotography; Kylie Bikow, @kyliebikow_photography, Georgia Field, @g.field_photos;
Annika Sanderson; Jacqueline Marie, @j.acquelinemarie; Matthew Chez, @matthew_chez_85;
Crown and Thieves Winery, @crownthieves.
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 graphic + Web design

PERFECT
PACKAGE

The CAT Q3 Graphic and Web Design students are boxing
clever with packaging projects for local Okanagan businesses.

Ingredients:

Laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit
lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea

INSTRUCTIONS:
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed
1. diam
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut
PIZZA
Made with fresh, stone-milled organic
flour from Mount Ida Grain Company.

KEEP FROZEN
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“Packaging presents a few challenges when
compared to designing for the printed page or
a screen. Packages not only contain a product,
but they must also protect and preserve it,
both during transport and while on display.
A package also informs the consumer and
ultimately may be the deciding selling factor
when a consumer is choosing between one

2.

It could range from helping them find service
providers to build them their first website to
helping them get all their accounting services
online or helping them understand which social
media channels were right to promote their
business. The program really tried to reach
businesses that needed help to move towards
being more digital and we were able to match

Design Concept by David Fenoulhet.

3.

“The DER3 program was designed to help
small-medium sized businesses expand into the
digital economy. That could look different for
companies depending on their size and stage.

“The packaging project in ADVPP 3011 includes
the creation of three package designs, plus
a corporate identity, and a couple of ‘merch’
(merchandise) items. Most years the students
make up a fictional product and company. This
year, however, we were approached by two local
businesses looking for help designing items,
so the assignment has been altered slightly to
accommodate their requirements,” explains Jon
Matlock, course instructor.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit,
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate
velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat
nulla facilisis at vero eros.

“Both these businesses participated in the ‘Digital
Economy: Rapid Response + Resiliency (DER3)
Program’ launched in the Okanagan region
in November 2020 and ran through to March
2021,” says Aidan Cole, Program Advisor at
Accelerate Okanagan.

“We have worked in conjunction with Accelerate
Okanagan numerous times, and we are always
so pleased to get them involved,” says Deborah
Lampitt-McConnachie, Program Manager of
Graphic and Web Design. “There is always a
great synergy that comes out of our connection,
and this time we were able to spread that
energy to some wonderful local business as
well.”

Commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat.

Local companies ‘Mount Ida Grain Products’
and ‘Fox and Filles’ were both looking
for branding and packaging ideas for respectively - their new pizza line and their
candle ranges. Both companies had been part
of a government initiative with Accelerate
Okanagan earlier this year, who put them in
contact with CAT.

DER3 was funded by the Federal government’s
Western Economic Diversification program,
along with Island Coast Trust Economic Trust.
The program was organized and delivered
through Innovate BC’s network, including
Accelerate Okanagan for the Okanagan region.

2090 10 Ave SW, Salmon Arm, BC V1E 0E1

Especially when the box in question is the
receptacle for your carefully researched,
targeted, developed and produced
commerical product. This box needs to be
designed as the perfect expression of your
brand and all it stands for. Not an easy task;
however, it’s one that the CAT Graphic and
Web Design students were challenged with this
term - for actual ‘live’ clients.

200 companies in our region with local service
providers and subject matter experts who could
help them.

panzudo.com
info@panzudo.com

A box is a box is a box... NOT.

PIZZA
PEPPERONI

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit.

Design Concept by Sydney Webb.
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DIY
Candle

780-232-6883

Kit

foxandfilles@gmail.com
Visit us on:

Fox &Filles
Proudly made in Canada

16oz

Design Concept by Kelsey Taggart.

Design Concept by Louise Looman.

product and its competitors. All these factors
must be taken into consideration when designing
a successful package.”
“I think what I found most challenging was
just laying out the template and picturing how
the whole design would fit together so that
everything would look right and face the right
way,” say Sydney Webb, GWD student, “but
at the same time it was really fun because it kind
of felt like putting together a puzzle.
The most important thing also probably goes
along with the whole layout of the box because
we had to see exactly what we were designing
for before we could start anything, to make sure
that our ideas would actually work and make
sense for the project.
We also had to keep considering the client’s
budget and what would work best for them, so it
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was interesting having to edit down the designs
and reel back all of the ideas to fit to that.”

put more thought into every element that went
into the whole thing.”

“Fictional clients and products are fun - the
sky is the limit! But it’s more valuable when
students have the opportunity to work with real
clients. There are usually stricter parameters
set for real-world designs. Things like budget
and logistical considerations must be taken into
consideration,” says Matlock.

“I was so impressed with the students’ work;
I thought they were all beautiful designs,” says
Veronique Hudj, owner of ‘Fox and Filles’.

“I found working with real clients for this
project to be really intimidating, but also really
motivating because it made me want to put in a
little more effort than maybe I would’ve if it was
for a made-up company because I didn’t want
to disappoint them or present something that I
couldn’t be proud of,” admits Sydney.
“Getting to meet with them and hear exactly
what they were looking for also helped a lot in
focusing down on key features, and it helped me

“They took what I said about my company and
really paid attention to those details. I think there
is definitely a chance I might use one of these
for my business. They look really professional; it’s
going to be hard to pick my favourite!”

Design Concept
by Kaylee Mandel.

“I’m extremely impressed with the students’
work,’’ says David Allard, owner of ‘Mount Ida
Grain Products’ and ‘Panzudo Pizza’.
“All of the submission had elements that were
really interesting. I’m going to have to put in
some hard work having a closer look at the
designs and make some decisions. Thanks so much
to the students for all your hard work.”
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 interior design

TOP
TEN
CAT Interior
Design student
Becky Bors
makes the Top
10 with her
design solution
for the 2021
FORM Student
Innovation
Competition
48

“I’m pleased to inform you
that your entry into the 2021
FORM Student Innovation
Competition was chosen as a
finalist, meaning you earned a
spot in our top 10 designs (out
of 245!). While your entry fell
just outside the top three, we
were so thoroughly impressed
by your design and it was
incredibly exciting to see how
the judges rated it. You should
be very proud.”
Imagine receiving the above
email from a competition
you have entered? This
very happy occurrence was
recently experienced by
CAT Interior Design student
Rebecca Bors, regarding
her entry to the above
competition.
“It was very exciting to hear
that I was selected over so
many students across Canada
and the US.
To get recognition like that
means that you might know
what you are doing and that
is pretty satisfying,” says
Rebecca.

“Placing top 10 in this
competition has given me more
confidence in my designs and
it encourages me to compete
in more things like this. I enjoy
a good healthy competition
and it is always interesting to
see how everyone interprets it
differently.
For my career going forward,
I think it will look good
on my resume to have this
achievement and will help
showcase my creative abilities.”
The FORM competition is now
in its fourth year, and invites
interior design, architecture
and furniture design students
across Canada and the U.S.
to create furniture using
Formica® Brand products. A
record total of 244 entries
from more than 35 universities
across the U.S. and Canada
were submitted under the
theme of “Design for the Next
Generation,” which called
for students to interpret their
design vision for a variety of
post-pandemic commercial
settings using products from
the 2021 Specialty Collection
by Formica Corporation.

“The theme for the project
was designing for the future
so I created this piece with the
intention of making something
timeless that will last,” explains
Rebecca. “The competition was
held by Formica, and we were
required to use at least three
laminates from their 2021
collection.
My inspiration came from
my first laminated selection
which was a beautiful terrazzo
pattern, everything else fell
into place after that.
The wall unit is called
“Dalmata Dreams” and it is a
combination of storage and
a table when open. There are
two cube chairs which are
pulled out when in use and the
table folds down to create a
perfect little workspace. When
the unit is not being used, it is
folded up and looks elegant
against any wall with it’s open
shelving.”
“We are so excited for Becky!”
say Jennifer Yeo, Advanced
Interior Design and Technology
Department Head.

“What I think makes Becky’s
design successful is that it
speaks to the current situations
in which, due to the pandemic,
people find themselves working
out of their homes.

together in this design project,”
says Becky. “I have learned
so much from all of them
and it is very exciting to be
implementing those skills into
real life projects.”

In small space living, many
people do not have the floor
space to dedicate to dining/
working areas or additional
working areas, so this solution
offers an option to address
not only the storage of a
worksurface but also the
seating.

“This year again, the quality of
the designs and the number of
entries speak for themselves!”
says Christelle Locat-Rainville,
Marketing Director at Formica
Canada.

In addition, both the design
function and aesthetic are
appropriate for either a
residential or commercial
space which was a component
of the design brief.”
Becky is also grateful for all
the things she has learned at
CAT that helped her to do
well in this competition.
“There is a long list of people
I could thank for gaining the
knowledge to build this design,
but it is safe to say every
single teacher at CAT helped
contribute skills which came

“The FORM Student Innovation
Competition attracted 102
entries from across Canada.
In their projects, the students
demonstrated a great deal of
care, creativity and talent.
We are particularly delighted
that students from our country
distinguished themselves and
won, for the second time in
a row, the first place of the
competition.”
The top ten designs this
year will be highlighted on
the Formica® website, as
well as ‘Design TV’, a digital
program hosted by Interior
Design magazine.
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 Network administration | network security

Security Alert!!!
How do we avoid the two words NOBODY wants to
see (or hear) on their computer or laptop?
While working on this issue of interFACE a
giant red warning popped up on the screen,
pulsing and audibly instructing that there was
a security breach to Microsoft account and
to contact the accompanying link. The screen
appeared to have frozen, and the cursor no
longer worked. Scary stuff.
Luckily, here at CAT we have an awesome IT
department, and with just a phone call was
able to rectify the situation (yes, it was a
phisihing scam and not a security breach or
nasty malware virus) and move on with work.
However, this also really brought home the
importance of network security, and network
administration and security support - hence
this article.
This issue we have a look at what the AME
Group identify as common network security
threats, and get some top-notch advice from
CAT’s own John Vu.
~
FIVE MOST COMMON NETWORK
SECURITY RISKS (AND WHAT THEY DO)
by theamegroup.com
Theamegroup.com identifies the five most
common network security risks as the following:
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1. Computer Viruses
Computer viruses have been in the news lately
for the devastating network security risks
they’ve caused around the world this year.
Those are instances of virus attacks on a
global scale, but viruses can pose just as big
of a threat to smaller companies. Viruses can
corrupt your files and delete valuable data,
negatively impacting your daily operations.
At their worst, viruses have the potential to
wipe clean your entire hard drive. As such, it’s
important to advise your staff to never open
an email or click on a link they don’t recognize.
2. Software Vulnerabilities Pose Network
Security Risks
When a security update pops up in the midst
of a busy day, it’s easy click out of it and then
forget to come back to it later. But if you’re not
updating your software as regularly as you
should, you could be putting your company at
risk.
Outdated software can eventually slow you’re
entire network down to the point where you
can’t get work done. It could cause your site to
crash, and while it’s down, you could be losing
customers. If you’re an entrepreneur or small
business, that could be a major issue.

Image sourced from business2community.com

3. Hackers
We often think of networks security risks as
things that live in our computers. But computer
hackers can cause devastating damage from
anywhere.
Once hackers break into your system, they
have free rein. They can steal files, gain access
to privileged information or expose trade
secrets for your competitors and the world to
see.
Hackers may be on the other side of the
planet, but if you value your network security,
they shouldn’t be out of your mind.
4. Employees Can Breach Security Without
Realizing It
Even the most trustworthy employees can
pose a threat to your network security. It’s not
intentional, but a lack of education about best
security practices can put your company in a
vulnerable position.
Make sure your employees understand how
they can best protect your company, whether
it’s through education on secure file sharing or
curating a list of websites they shouldn’t visit on
the company network.
5. You Don’t Know What You Don’t Know
As technology evolves, network security risks
become more sophisticated too.
When you’re doing all other things it takes to
make a company successful, keeping up with
network security can fall through the cracks.
You may not be aware of a problem until it’s
too late.
This lack of education and focus on what can
be such a major issue can really hurt your
company down the line. Don’t be afraid to
call in the experts and outsource your network
security to the experts who dedicate all their
time to fighting these risks.
~
IF: John, how do professional NSS people
help to mitigate these threats?
JV: In-demand roles include Network Security
Specialist (NSS) as penetration testers, who go
into a system or network, find vulnerabilities,
and either report them to the organization or

patch them themselves. They can help keep your
networks, computers and systems up to date with
the latest patches, especially ones considered
critical. They can scan your network for malware
and secure your network.
IF: Do you have any top tips for individuals
or companies on how to mitigate each or
any of these threats?
JV: Train users on how to identify and avoid
possible ransomware attacks. Many such attacks
begin with a phishing email that coaxes the
recipient to click on a malicious link. Educating
employees on these types of emails can stop
an attack before it’s too late. Employees
should avoid visiting questionable sites and
downloading unknown apps.
IF: What in your opinion is the biggest/
smartest thing/s people can do to keep their
online presence secure?
JV: Whether it’s an email, or elsewhere, don’t
click on that suspicious link. If you’re really
tempted, you can run it through a link scanner.
IF: How does CAT’s NSS program prepare
students to take on these threats when they
go into industry?
JV: Cybercrime is on the news daily. It has
exploded exponentially in the past couple
of years, mostly with major ransomware
attacks such as WannaCry and Petya putting
enterprises’ data at risk. The rise of the Internet
of Things (IoT) - which refers to the billions of
physical devices around the world that are now
connected to the internet, all collecting and
sharing data - has also opened up new threat
vectors.
To protect their information and that of their
clients, companies across all industries are
seeking cybersecurity professionals to secure
their data and networks.
Cybersecurity remains a relatively new field
compared to other computer sciences, so a lack
of awareness is part of the reason for the talent
shortage.
Our courses aim at developing skills required
to work in cybersecurity. The skills might vary
depending on the position and company, but
generally it includes penetration testing, risk
analysis, and security assessment.
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 Veterinary hospital Assistants

Buildling A Better Workplace
Theresa Collins-Nelson is a Veterinary Health professional who
has recently launched her own consultancy focusing on work-place
wellness - albeit effective and healthy communication, mental health
‘First Aid’ or improving workplace culture. This term she beamed into
the VHA Q3 ‘Practical Experience’ class to share some wisdom and top
tips with our soon-to-be-graduate students.
IF: Tell us a little about your career path
thus far?
TCN: I worked as a vet tech for 3 years
in Calgary prior to my first sales job with
McCarthy and Sons, a full-service veterinary
marketing, supply and distribution company.
I then mainly worked in outside sales with
McCarthy; Merial and a short (2 year) time with
Royal Canin and returned to McCarthy and Sons
where I remained until June 2019.
IF: Tell us a little about your new company?
TCN: I decided to start a coaching and
consulting business with a focus on mental
health, workplace wellness and communication.
I felt I had the experience and background as I
had been doing consulting unofficially for many
years with my sales job.
I work with any small business that is wanting
help with staffing issues – conflict especially; as
well as communication problems.
I offer several workshops – one in Mental Health
Awareness; one on communication and one on
improving workplace culture -all topics that are
so important for businesses to succeed and retain
employees.
I enrolled in a number of certificate programs
to update my skills in these topics; registered
my business name; and prepared to open
the business during 2020. Had no idea the
pandemic was going to change everything!!
I am also offering HR support to small
businesses as many of them do not have the
budget for a dedicated person in this role.
IF: When did you start it and why?
TCN: I lost my job unexpectedly due to
ownership and management changes.
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I took that summer off then resumed looking
for another sales position. Nothing of interest
or of my skill set was available and so I got
thinking about my life and career experience
and what I could offer to small businesses
including Veterinary hospitals.
I wanted to help employees with purpose and
engagement and employers with improving the
wellbeing of their employees including Mental
Health with the goal of increased productivity.
(Mental Health is especially important to me as
we have struggled with our son’s mental health
problems and substance abuse for years.)
In the fall of 2019 I started planning the launch
of my consulting and coaching business.
By the time the pandemic arrived I was well
into planning and financially committed to the
business and so I went ahead and launched in
June 2020.
I really want to help employees love their jobs
and feel purpose in them and want employers to
retain and engage good employees.
IF: Communication is super important in any
workplace, but are there any special issues
or areas of importance that come into play
in a veterinary office?
TCN: I think that fees and services are the
biggest issues in the veterinary industry.
We have always had certain clientele that
perhaps did not anticipate a health issue that
resulted in a very large fee for surgery or
hospitalization – and they are often angry and
blame the veterinary staff and owner; the key is
expectations and CLEAR communication.
>>
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we've
counterparts.”
Clients are angry normally out of guilt and
frustration – at not being able to afford the
care. There is also so much more on social
media about veterinary clinics and some of
the negative posts are really damaging to a
veterinarian’s reputation, and harmful as well
to them as people.

What do you think makes this industry
especially vulnerable?

Again, try to lay out all possibilities for the
owner clearly – perhaps a “good, better, best”
option for health care to increase the chance
that they can pay something toward the care,
and offering other options – ie the financing
cards and so on – ultimately the veterinarian
has to get paid; try to encourage pet insurance
early on to reduce the chances of these large
vet bills.

This is tough enough on elderly sick patients
– but when there are other factors – easy to
prevent conditions; “convenience” euthanasias,
and so on. Plus the pay compared to MD and
the large amount of debt and overhead as they
are independent business people – so financially
it’s a tough profession as well. All of this adds
up quickly and takes a great toll on mental
health. And, sadly, access to the very drugs that
can end their lives – is also somewhat unique
and makes them more vulnerable.

And the pandemic has made things more
challenging – more pets; less vets; lengthier
appointments and wait times due to how they
have to perform their jobs now and so on.
Never have I seen so many posts on social media
and signs, etc., reminding everyone to be kind
and patient in these difficult times.
IF: What would be your 3 top tips for good
communication in a vet clinic?
TCN: The 7/38/55 % rule – your words, your
tone and your body language – and aligning
them to be the same.
Speaking in a calm tone, and really listening to
someone and asking them questions to ensure
understanding. Also an apology can go a
long way – if someone is very upset and it is
appropriate under the circumstances.

TCN: I think its just the nature of their profession
– a caring type of profession that while they see
many happy moments, also is unique in that they
are responsible for the compassionate death of
patients daily and weekly – through euthanasia.

IF: What would be your top
recommendations to people working in
animal health for keeping themselves
mentally well?
TCN: Regular check-ins at staff meetings and
so on; have one person in your hospital trained
in Mental Health First Aid; incorporate open
and regular discussions on mental health into
your education for the team; offer resources
– through health plans, and also post phone
numbers and so on where all staff have access
to them. We are still not comfortable talking
about it and we need to get better. Being
empathetic and a good listener to each other.
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Virtual Collaboration: Students from all programs had the
opportunity to congregate on-line for weekly ‘Collaboration
Corners’, run by Trisha Miltimore of CAT’s Student Success
department. The event was publicised with an awesome
graphic by GWD’s Danica Dreyer.
Field Trip: This term the 2D animation students had a (literal)
field trip to Megan and Rob Dion’s farm to sketch the animals
for their ‘Life Drawing Class’. Many thanks for letting us visit!
London Calling: Q1 Graphic and Web Design students were
able to discuss and develop projects with UK based Graphic
Designer Robert De Niet, who beamed into the ‘Target
Market Message and Meaning’ class to discuss the importance
of understanding personas and your end target audience
designing. Thank you Robert!
Guest Speakers A Go Go: Soon to graduate VHA Q3 students
have had a multitude of guest speakers this month, speaking on
a variety of topics. Speakers included Sharann Schwarz from
‘Trupanion’ Pet Insurance, Diana Shardlow from ‘Kelowna Pet
Resort’, and Brogan from animal charity ‘Paws It Forward’.
CAR SHOW: Digital photography students practiced their
product photography in style this term - shooting a beautiful
red vintage Porsche. Thank you to Jess Thompson, who has been
this car’s proud owner and daily driver for the past 26 years.
BTW, this beauty is a 1993 Porsche 933. (See more pictures on
p.37!!)
From the Top: ‘Collaboration Corner’ social media square, designed by
Danica Dreyer, GWD; 2D animation students sketching goats at Dion’s
farm; Robert de Niet in his home library: Trupanion, ‘Paws it Forward’
and Kelowna Pet Resort animal charity all paid a visit to the VHA
students this term; Porsche photo shoot.

IF: Mental health is a huge issue in the vet
world - for example ‘The National Post’
reported:
“Canadian veterinarians are at greater risk
of struggling with mental health-related
issues than the general public, a recent study
suggests. The study, published recently
in the Journal of the American Veterinary
Medical Association, says veterinarians who
participated in the research had higher levels
of perceived stress, burnout, depression,
anxiety, secondary traumatic stress and
suicidal thoughts. It also found that female
veterinarians were worse off than their male

been
busy

Theresa Collins-Nelson is based in Winnipeg, MB.
Find out more about her company, 20/20 Vision, at:
2020visionconsulting.ca .
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